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Abstract—By the development of IT systems, human-computer interaction is also developing even faster and newer communication methods become available in human-machine interaction. In this article, the application of a hand gesture controlled human-computer interface is being introduced through the example of a mobile robot. The control of the mobile robot is implemented in a realistic virtual environment that is advantageous regarding the aspect of different tests, parallel examinations, so the purchase of expensive equipment is unnecessary. The usability of the implemented hand gesture control has been evaluated by test subjects. According to the opinion of the testing subjects, the system can be well used, and its application would be recommended on other application fields too.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HUMAN-machine relationships mean the interaction between users and different devices, most likely computers, where the tool of connection between human and computer is the User Interface (UI), which contain both the software and the hardware. The human-machine interaction examines the human and the computer together.

The usability of devices used nowadays is more important than features available in them, furthermore, the creation of such control panels, like human-computer interfaces (HCI) are getting more and more important, overshadowing features more emphasized in the past.

The proper design of human-machine interaction may still have its limits, even unwanted misunderstandings might occur, so interface designers need to create such multimodality computer systems and interfaces that help minimizing these misunderstandings, and that are easier-to-use, their usage can be learnt without professional knowledge, achieving the smooth handling of interfaces. As a summary, in the future, the design of such an interface would be important, such that can be integrated into devices and enable good handling; nowadays, we still do not have a universal solution.

In order to solve the problem, human-machine interface based solutions are at the centre of researches on such crucial areas like modernization of nuclear power plants and improvement of their security [1]-[3], supporting the everyday life of disabled people by the remote control of equipment [4]-[7], control of vehicles even in real-time by remote control [8]-[10], and solving simulation tasks [11]. Besides that, we can also meet that on such fields, like the Internet of Things [12], or virtual reality [13], [15].

The reason for the research is to create such a human-machine interface based test system, which is able to move a mobile robot by gesture control. For achieving the goals of the research, the so-called Leap Motion gesture controller unit, having been developed by Leap Motion Inc. since 2010, was applied, and an interactive ‘native’ graphic programming environment, the Robotino View, the Robotino Sim Demo simulation software, that realistically models the motion of a mobile robot in a virtual 3D environment [16], [17], a self-developed software that processes, evaluates and transforms data arriving from the gesture controller unit into the information required to move the mobile robot. The developed virtual test environment also has many opportunities for educational aspects [18], [19]. At the end of the article, the evaluation of the usability of the designed test environment, and conclusions made from the results are published.

The article presents an attempt to integrate independently implemented software artifacts into one system, using existing parts: Leap Motion controller and Festo Robotino mobile robot device. Data from Leap Motion is used to navigate the Festo Robotino mobile robot.

II. APPLIED DEVICES AND TECHNOLOGIES

In order to comply with the requirements of the research, modern architecture devices and technologies have been applied and introduced in detail below.

A. Leap Motion

There are several working analogical motion sensing solutions such as the Kinect, and the Xtion Pro gesture recognition could be comfortable, but these devices focus more on body action.

The Leap Motion Inc. has been developing the so-called Leap Motion controller since 2010, whose goal is to reform human-computer interaction; moreover, the Leap Motion is small, and has low power dissipation and high precision [14].

The Leap Motion can serve as an excellent replacement of Kinect as a fast development opportunity for desktop applications of motion sensing technology.

B. System’s Design

The control unit’s design is a rounded aluminum cuboid, equipped with glossy black cover and rubber sole, its size is
smaller than an average computer mouse, it is approximately eight centimeters long. (Fig. 1) Thanks to the rubber sole, it sticks well on the table, and thus, there is no need to be concerned that the detector’s own cable grabs it from its position.

**Fig. 1 The 3-inch Leap Motion Controller with a glossy black face complimented by a smooth silver bezel**

**C. Communication from Leap Motion to Computer**

The device connects to the computer via a USB 3.0 port, which provides its power supply and data exchange. The control unit’s minimum system requirements contain AMD Phenom II or Nehalem architecture Intel processor and 2 gigabytes of RAM.

**D. Operation Principle**

The system applies three infrared LEDs and two monochrome infrared cameras to detect infrared light reflected from the hands, at 300 fps speed, they cover an approximately 1 meter diameter, almost semi-sphere shaped area, and the device can record not only the motion of our hand, but also the motion of each finger separately, so a computer can be controlled by smooth motoric motion.

The Leap Motion examines the environment on a much smaller area, but at a much higher resolution, thus enabling the separate tracking of fingers. If we perform hand and finger motions on the covered area, the system will recognize that as some kind of spatial position data, and execute the orders rendered to the gesture. The detector forwards the taken images to the computer, where the Leap Motion software processes the images of the two cameras by mathematical algorithms, so from the 2D sources, it can calculate 3D values regarding image position, this way managing the control. The program related to the device can be downloaded from the manufacturer’s website, and following installation, Leap Motion can be used within minutes. Following the first switch on, the program guides through the basics of control, holding our hand above the detector, we can see its wireframe on the display, or we may draw by moving our fingers in the air (Fig. 2).

**E. Festo Robotino**

Festo Robotino is a mobile robot system manufactured by Festo, which plays a major role in several researches. In Fig. 3, the Robotino itself is shown.

**Fig. 3 Festo Robotino mobile robot**

The completely functional mobile robot’s central control unit is an embedded PC and a CompactFlash card, on which the Linux operation system specialized for the robot and the controller programs can be found. The control unit can be reached via Wireless LAN. The basics of controlling to all directions is enabled by the so-called omnidrive, which consists of three separate omni wheels placed into 120° angles, driven by a DC motor controlled by the omnidrive unit. Its advantage is that the robot is able to move from a specific starting point on any tracks, even rotating around itself. The omnidrive has got three inputs:

1) $V_x$ [mm/s] (float) velocity;
2) $V_y$ [mm/s] (float) velocity;
3) angle rotation velocity – omega [deg/s] (float), and three outputs, that define the velocity of each motor.

The block controlling the velocity of the motors controls the acceleration and brake of each motor using PID control.

The Robotino is equipped with several sensors, such as rubberized collision detector, infrared distance detector, encoder, VGA resolution camera, but it can be upgraded with any kind of sensors via the digital and analog I/O interface, or any other peripheries. The Robotino can be programmed in C++, JAVA, .Net, MATLAB, but can be controlled in LabVIEW, or Robotino View programs. If properly programmed, it can autonomously perform the tasks.

**F. Robotino View**

The Robotino View (Fig. 5) is an interactive ‘native’ graphic programming environment, which is provided by Festo for the robot; it has got a user-friendly GUI and can be easily learnt through pre-defined examples.

The program can be downloaded for free from Festo’s Didactic website. In the function block development environment control, image processing, logic, vector-algebra etc. objects are available, enabling complex control. In the Robotino View program, both blocks supporting image processing, oscilloscope and objects required for monitoring and controlling the change of detected signals in time are available. Instruction blocks may be executed sequentially (after each other) or iterated (repeatedly), and the execution of
the instruction depending on selection condition is also possible.

![Fig. 4 Robotino View](image)

The program has two view options; the first one is the so-called “Subprogram view”. Here we have to work with such components that control each task of the robot (e.g. motion, reception of built-in detectors, camera image processing etc.). The second view is the so-called “Main program view”, where we can provide the quit conditions and execution sequences of different sub-programs. The development environment enables creating a data connection from external program via TCP/IP and UDP connection.

**G. Robotino Sim Demo**

The Robotino® Sim (Fig. 5) is a robot simulation software that realistically models the robot’s motion in virtual 3D environment, which can be very useful during several developments. The Robotino simulation model contains everything as the real robot. In order to properly use the software, we need a video card with at least 128 MB RAM, supporting OpenGL.

**III. IMPLEMENTATION THE MOBILE ROBOT CONTROL SOFTWARE**

Among the goals described in the introduction, development of such an application can be found that enables the navigation of the Festo Robotino mobile robot by Leap Motion based hand gesture control. The implementation of data processing application has been made by C# high-level program language, while the application enabling the motion of the mobile robot in virtual environment according to evaluated data has been implemented in the Robotino View development environment.

The Leap Motion SDK specifies how and under what conditions they have received the data coming from the Leap Motion control unit. Using the official SDK and the driver of Leap Motion we were able to specify how process data provided by device control unit. The device sends hand action information periodically while it is turned on. Packages information is called a frame. With sensor information ID for instance Frame::hand() and Frame::finger() functions can be used or override if necessary. UDP server was used to forward the data to Robotino View for further processing.
A. Design
Following requirement definition, we created the software structures, data structures and algorithm descriptions to be implemented. The planning was not performed sequentially, so step-by-step, but in an iterative way, several versions were developed, and we were making continuous backsteps to correct former plans. To design the logic plan, we chose an easy-to-read and follow flow chart, while the UML (Unified Modelling Language) supporting object-oriented paradigm was applied in planning static and dynamic components in time. As the end-result of the planning process, such algorithms and data structures to be implemented became available - whose application enabled the effective production of application code.

B. The Application’s Logic Plan at a Glance
As the first step of the planning, the system’s logic plan was made using flow chart, as shown in Fig. 6.

C. The Application’s Static UML Class Chart (Detail)
To create the static model, we applied the most commonly used chart type in UML, the class chart, where we showed the system components static items, and thus, we could easily examine static items during running the application. The simplified class chart of the application can be read in Fig. 7.

D. Implementation
The application’s implementation performed during implementation and integration according to formerly created plans, in C# program language, in the Microsoft Visual Studio software development environment. The application runs in the background, for its current functionality, no control panel is necessary.

Integration is one of the important phases of development, when independently implemented and tested program parts are assembled into a complete system.

![Fig. 6 The system’s logic plan at glance](image-url)
The now implemented application is built up from seven classes that are placed in one project. In the project, the addition of the so-called LeapCSharp.NET.3.5 DLL file as a reference was inevitable to manage data provided by the Leap Motion hardware. Furthermore, the DLL file embedded into the code base as a name space contains such class and function libraries already written by the manufacturer of the Leap Motion device that strongly support development. Following making the code base, the test environment was being tested.

IV. RESULTS

The students were asked to fill in a questionnaire about the system. An eight-question survey was administered to students to elicit their opinion of the system, using a five-point Likert-type scale of “A”: Strongly Agree; “B”: Agree; “C”: Unsure; “D”: Disagree; and “E”: Strongly Disagree.

In the examination of the implemented test environment, 14 test subjects participated, who were university students between the age of 18 years and 25 years. Fig. 8 gives the mean of the results for each question, as asked of the university students. The students were asked about their experiences regarding the implemented system. Based on the answers given for the questions, it can be stated that the opinion of students about the implemented system and the gesture handle technology was very positive. In their opinion, the system was interesting, it helped them to use and learn the basics of Leap Motion to navigate a mobile robot. The system topic was interesting to 85% of the asked students and 100% strongly recommended that the grasping gesture should be adapted to different applications.

In the beginning of the testing, we asked the students to rate the system’s usability on a scale ranging from 1 to 5, then repeat that after practicing for about 10-15 minutes. The result is shown on Table I.
robot's control was tested in realistic virtual environment. The Leap Motion hand position detection system. The mobile introduced in the article regarding the control of a mobile methods will be available in human-computer interaction. IT systems, human-computer interaction is being developed to fields would be useful. As a summary, by the development of examination, according to the feedback given by the test subjects, the system's application also on other application of course, the use of the system was not perfect though, the systems needs further fine tuning.

V. CONCLUSION

The application of a hand gesture controlled HCI was introduced in the article regarding the control of a mobile robot. The control of the mobile robot was implemented by the Leap Motion hand position detection system. The mobile robot's control was tested in realistic virtual environment. The implemented manual gesture control, as the usability of HCI based control, was examined by test subjects. According to the feedback given by the test subjects, the system can be handled well following a little practice. After performing the examination, according to the feedback given by the test subjects, the system’s application also on other application fields would be useful. As a summary, by the development of IT systems, human-computer interaction is being developed to an even greater extent, and in the future, new communication methods will be available in human-computer interaction.
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